NVR PoE Webinar Q&A

Q - What is the lead time for the PoE NVR?
A - These units are assembled in NY with a 1–3 day lead time, depending upon quantity required.

Q - Can you switch back and forth between an All-in-One system and an NVR Only set up?
A - There is nothing stopping you from changing the unit back and forth between All-In-One and NVR only,
except licensing and loss of previous recordings. The All-in-One needs an associated license file to
support the cameras attached to the NVR. When you switch to NVR only, and associate the NVR to an
existing system, the Application Server for that system will need to have sufficient licenses to support
whatever number of cameras you want to attach to the NVR. A license cannot be moved from one
Application Server to another without first contacting us, as it is associated and registered to the hardware ID of the machine where it was originally activated.

Q - Are these units ONVIF compliant?
A - The PoE NVR utilizes Vicon’s Valerus software, and as such supports ONVIF-compliant cameras. As an
NVR, it does not support ONVIF Profile S as an edge device itself, which would allow it to be managed
by a 3rd party VMS. The Valerus system is ONVIF-centric; Valerus is ONVIF Profile G and will work with
any camera that is ONVIF Profile S or Q compliant. Therefore, there are no expensive proprietary camera drivers to contend with. Valerus also utilizes open SSL and REST API.

Q - Is there a port for fiber connection?
A - There is no direct fiber (SFP/GBIC) port connection; however, both the LAN and WAN ports are 1
Gbps.

Q - Can I get 32 gigs of RAM?
A - No. The unit comes preconfigured with 16 GB of RAM only. Adding additional RAM would not
increase the system’s performance.

